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Getting started 



AWS: The platform of choice for TensorFlow
https://aws.amazon.com/tensorflow/

85% of all 

TensorFlow 
workloads in the 
cloud run on AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/tensorflow/


TensorFlow
https://www.tensorflow.org

• Main API in Python, with support for Javascript, Java, C++

• TensorFlow 1.x: symbolic execution

• “Define then run”: build a graph, create a session, pass data, and compute

• Low-level API: variables, placeholders, tensor operations

• High-level API: tf.estimator.*

• Keras library: sequential and functional API, plenty of predefined layers

https://www.tensorflow.org/


TensorFlow 2.0

• Imperative execution (aka eager execution) by default

• “Define by run”: normal Python code, similar to numpy

• Run it, inspect it, debug it

• Keras is the preferred API

• High-level/beginner: same as before

• Low-level/advanced: model subclassing, custom training loop, etc.

• https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1UCJt8EYjlzCs1H1d1X0iDGYJsHKwu-NO

• Deployment: SavedModel is now the standard

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1UCJt8EYjlzCs1H1d1X0iDGYJsHKwu-NO
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TensorFlow: a first-class citizen on Amazon SageMaker

• Built-in TensorFlow containers for training and prediction

• Code available on GitHub: https://github.com/aws/sagemaker-tensorflow-containers

• Build it, run it on your own machine, customize it, etc.

• Versions : 1.4.1 → 1.14

• Not just TensorFlow

• Standard tools: TensorBoard, TensorFlow Serving

• Amazon SageMaker features: local mode, script mode, model tuning, managed spot 
training, pipe mode, integration with Amazon EFS & Amazon FSx for Lustre, Amazon Elastic 
Inference

• Performance optimizations: GPUs and CPUs (AWS, Intel MKL-DNN library)

• Distributed training out of the box: Parameter Server and Horovod

https://github.com/aws/sagemaker-tensorflow-containers


Training a TensorFlow model (script mode)

• TensorFlow 1.11 and up

• Just add your own code

• Python 3

• Read --model-dir command line argument, and save your model there

• Read environment variables for location of training and validation datasets

from sagemaker.tensorflow import TensorFlow 

tf_estimator = TensorFlow(entry_point='tf-train.py', role='SageMakerRole’, 
training_steps=10000, evaluation_steps=100, 
train_instance_count=1, train_instance_type='ml.p3.2xlarge’,
framework_version=‘1.13’,
script_mode=True)

tf_estimator.fit('s3://bucket/path/to/training/data')



Deploying a TensorFlow model to an endpoint

from sagemaker.tensorflow import TensorFlow 

tf_estimator = TensorFlow(entry_point='tf-train.py', ..., train_instance_count=1,
train_instance_type='ml.c4.xlarge’) 

tf_estimator.fit(inputs) 
predictor = tf_estimator.deploy(initial_instance_count=1, instance_type='ml.c5.2xlarge')

Model trained on Amazon SageMaker

from sagemaker.tensorflow import TensorFlowModel 

tf_model = TensorFlowModel(model_data='s3://mybucket/model.tar.gz’, …,
entry_point='entry.py', name='model_name’) 

predictor = tf_model.deploy(initial_instance_count=1, instance_type=‘ml.c5.2xlarge')

Imported model

Models are deployed with the TensorFlow Serving model server
• Standard interface in TF 2.0 (SavedModel)

• Scalable, especially with auto scaling endpoints 

• Multiple model versions on the same endpoint
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Making Amazon SageMaker work for you

Story of how we adopted Amazon SageMaker

Ways in which it accelerated our development process

Challenges we faced and how we overcame them



A bit about Mobileye

Founded in 1999 by Prof. Amnon 
Shashua and Mr. Ziv Aviram

Grown to over 1,700 employees

Acquired by Intel in 2017



A bit about Mobileye

Our goal: 

Use computer vision-based 
technologies to make roads safer, 
revolutionize the transportation 
industry, and save lives



A bit about Mobileye

We develop a range of software products,
deployed on a proprietary family of computer chips 
named EyeQ

Leading supplier of software that enables advanced 
driver-assistance systems (ADAS)—deployed in over 
40 million vehicles 

Over 25 automaker partners,
including most of the world’s largest



Some of our technologies

Rely on monocular camera perception

• Reduces cost

• Other sensors can be used for redundancy when 
working on high level of autonomous driving



Some of our technologies

Use deep neural networks (DNNs)

Detect road users (vehicles, pedestrians) and 
semantic cues (e.g., light indicators, gestures)

Road semantics – including roadside directives 
(traffic lights and signs) and on-road directives 
(texts, arrows, stop-line, crosswalk)

Road boundaries – any delimiter of the drivable 
area, its 3D structure and semantics (e.g., curb, 
cones, debris)

Road geometry – driving paths and surface profile 
(e.g., speed bumps)





Scene segmentation



Road geometry



From ADAS to autonomous

The key to full autonomy relies on three technological pillars

Learn more:

• From Mobileye VP Tal Babaioff

• AUT307 - Navigating the winding road toward driverless mobility

• Online https://www.mobileye.com

https://www.mobileye.com/




DNN training challenge

• Variety of different DNN architectures

• Mountains of data: a typical model may train on up to 100TB of data

• Simplified development cycle:

EyeQ



Training on premises

• Obvious drawbacks to training on premises

• Limit to number of GPU instances

• Limitations to data capacity

• Challenge of staying up to date with latest HW and SW

• Any alternative must comply with our development pipeline,
and must keep our IP safe

• Enter Amazon SageMaker …



What I like about Amazon SageMaker

• Unconstrained capacity – means I can spin up as many training  
sessions as I want

• Instance type variety

• Multi-generation CPU and GPU support

• Up to date with latest HW and SW (tuned to maximize efficiency)

• Distributed training support

• Learning curve

• Well documented with many samples

• Amazon SageMaker script mode simplifies the porting process

• Secure – means data security team will let me use it

• Pipe mode support



What is SageMaker pipe mode?

• Enables streaming training data from Amazon S3 to training instances

• Instead of copying data to each training device



Benefits of pipe mode

• Enables streaming training data 
from Amazon S3 to training 
instances

• Removes limitation on dataset size

• No need to have dedicated (and costly) storage 
for each training instance or to download data 
to each instance, and no delay to training start

• Enables decoupling of data from 
training instances

• Multiple training instances can all pull from the 
same dataset in S3



Pipe mode with TensorFlow

• Exposed as a TensorFlow Dataset class

• Lest you fear the need to have to manage the data stream 
on your own …

• Amazon SageMaker wraps the pipe with an implementation of the 
tf.data.Datasets API

• Complete with all the standard dataset functions

• Ready to be fed directly into your model



Setting up pipe mode

from sagemaker.tensorflow import TensorFlow

tensorflow = TensorFlow(
entry_point='pipemode.py', 
input_mode='Pipe’,

…)

train_data = 's3://sagemaker-path-to-train-data’

tensorflow.fit({'train':train_data})



PipeModeDataset initialization

def parse(record):

feature = {'label': tf.FixedLenSequenceFeature([], tf.int64, allow_missing=True),

'image_raw': tf.FixedLenFeature([], tf.string)}

features = tf.parse_single_example(record, feature)

image = tf.decode_raw(features['image_raw'], tf.uint8)

label = features['label']

return {"image": image}, label # This is what will be fed into your model

ds = PipeModeDataset(“train", record_format='TFRecord')

ds = ds.apply(map_and_batch(parse, batch_size=32, num_parallel_batches=2))

return ds



Pipe mode challenges

• Converting data to supported formats

• Amazon SageMaker’s PipeModeDataset supports a limited number of formats

• Format conversion of “mountains” of data to TFRecord format seemed daunting

• Sequential nature of pipe mode

• Overcoming the lack of random access to full dataset

• Pipe number limitation

• Currently stands at 20



Generating data in TFRecord format

• Turned out to be a blessing in disguise

• Task was performed using AWS Batch

• Used up to tens of thousands of vCPUs in parallel

• Accelerated data preparation time significantly (from days to hours)

• Tip: split generated TFRecord files into 100-200MB chunks

• One more step to moving end-to-end development to cloud:

Training and 
evaluation  
performed 

using Amazon 
SageMaker

Deployment 
script run on 

Amazon 
SageMaker



Overcoming the lack of random access to data

• Challenge: shuffling

• In the pre-Amazon SageMaker era, we 
relied on random access to the data to 
ensure shuffling

• Solution: introduce shuffling on a number of levels

• Shuffling the data during data prep

• Using Amazon Sagemaker ShuffleConfig class to shuffle TFRecord files for each epoch

train_data = s3_input('s3://sagemaker-path-to-train-data‘,
shuffle_config=ShuffleConfig(seed))

• Using TF dataset shuffle



Overcoming the lack of random access to data

• Challenge: boosting

• Solution for increasing representation of 
underrepresented data

• E.g., pink cars in a vehicle detection NN

• In the pre-Amazon SageMaker era, we 
relied on random access to the data to 
perform boosting

• Solution:

• Underrepresented data can be separated and fed using a dedicated pipe

• Dataset APIs can be used to associate a weight with each pipe and interleave the pipes:

ds = tf.contrib.data.sample_from_datasets(datasets, weights)

pipe 1

pipe 2



Overcoming the limitation on number of pipes 

• Why might I need more than 20 pipes?

• Boost underrepresented data 

• With Horovod, multiply by number of GPUs

• Stream data with different augmentations

• Introducing manifest files

• An alternative way to configure an Amazon SageMaker pipe

• Replace path prefix with a list of files

• Include the same file multiple times to increase its weight

• Have finer control over the data used for training

data = s3_input('s3://path-to-manifest-file‘,         
s3_data_type='ManifestFile‘,     
shuffle_config=ShuffleConfig(seed))



Other considerations when moving to Amazon SageMaker

• Distributed training

• How to choose the instance type with the optimal number of GPUs

• Should one use TensorFlow distributed training or Horovod?

• How does one maximize resource utilization?

• How to take advantage of Spot Instances to reduce cost

• How to ensure that mid-train termination won’t have negative impact

• Using TensorBoard and other benchmarking tools

• Debugging on a remote environment

• Very important tip: make sure your model compiles and runs locally before running on cloud

• Pointer to blog



Summary

• Adopting Amazon SageMaker has boosted our DNN development 
capabilities

• Pipe mode offers a compelling solution for training with large datasets

• Reduce development time significantly

• Scalability enables you to test multiple models in parallel

• Integrating with other AWS services can provide further acceleration

• Challenges were overcome using advanced Amazon SageMaker 
features and TF dataset APIs

• You can make Amazon SageMaker work for you too
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+ Script mode
+ Managed spot training
+ Elastic Inference



Getting started

http://aws.amazon.com/free

https://aws.amazon.com/tensorflow/

https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker

https://github.com/aws/sagemaker-python-sdk

https://sagemaker.readthedocs.io/en/stable/using_tf.html

https://github.com/awslabs/amazon-sagemaker-examples

https://gitlab.com/juliensimon/dlnotebooks

https://aws.amazon.com/tensorflow/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker
https://github.com/aws/sagemaker-python-sdk
https://sagemaker.readthedocs.io/en/stable/using_tf.html
https://github.com/awslabs/amazon-sagemaker-examples
https://gitlab.com/juliensimon/dlnotebooks


Related breakouts

[AUT307] [Navigating the winding road toward driverless mobility, with Mobileye]
Dec 4, 4:00 PM – Aria, Level 1 West, Bristlecone 9 Red

[AIM410R1] [Deep learning applications with TensorFlow, with Fannie Mae]
Dec 5, 1:00 PM – Venetian, Level 3, Lido 3002

[AIM307] [Amazon SageMaker deep dive: A modular solution for machine learning]

Dec 4, 1:45 PM – Venetian, Level 3, Lido 3005
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Role-based ML learning paths for developers, data scientists, data 
platform engineers, and business decision makers

Learn ML with AWS Training and Certification

Visit https://aws.training/machinelearning

The same training that our own developers use, now available on demand

70+ free digital ML courses from AWS experts let you learn from 
real-world challenges tackled at AWS

Validate expertise with the 

AWS Certified Machine Learning - Specialty exam



Thank you!
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